Abstract
Hamming code [1] is one of the efficient error coding algorithms widely used in wireless data communication. Existing decoders
are mostly based on hardware, suffering from critical bottlenecks such as scalability, programmability and flexibility. Of late,
software defined radio (SDR) [2] is a promising technology that implements a range of communication protocols in software by
using central processing units (CPUs) and graphics processing units (GPUs). To satisfy the increasing demand of photorealistic
graphics, real time communication service, modern smart-phones, tablets etc utilize heterogeneous muti-core SoC based
processor that integrates CPU and other application specific accelerator like GPU and DSP [3, 4]. In this paper, we present a
computationally efficient implementation of a Hamming code decoder for variable error tolerance (number of bits that can be
corrected), t bits, and variable packet size, M Bytes, on a mobile GPU for high speed wireless communication. GPU offers an
extremely high-throughput parallel computing platform by employing hundreds of processors concurrently. However, the
Hamming algorithm is challenging to parallelize effectively on a GPU because it executes on sparsely located data items with
several conditional statements, leading to non-coalesced, long latency global memory access and huge thread divergence. In spite
of this, the proposed approach provides insights into how to produce a high-performance GPU implementation. When executed
on a 336 core GPU, the achieved speedup is 99× over an equivalent CPU implementation. Moreover, the implementation yields a
significant reduction in computational complexity from O(n) of the sequential algorithm to O(1) of the GPU-based approach.
Furthermore, the GPU based decoder exceedingly outperforms the CPU based approach in terms of energy efficiency.

Figure 1. Components of a Hamming code decoder.

Figure 2. Decoder Implementation on GPU
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Figure 3. Checksum calculation of Fig. 2
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Table 1. Computational complexity

Table 2. Energy consumption reduction by
GPU over CPU

Figure 4. Speedup by GPU over CPU
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